approach allowed us to explore the chemical interactions between many different soil bacteria and B. subtilis.
Because we were interested in examining the details of the interspecies interactions we identified, we needed to be able to grow the inducing organisms in the laboratory. Thus, we were limited in the bacterial diversity we were able to probe, because we examined only bacteria that grew in the somewhat restrictive temporal and nutrient conditions of our assay. Nevertheless, we were able to grow a diverse range of bacteria. Interestingly, the bacteria that most commonly induced B. subtilis matrix gene expression were other members of the Bacillus genus, suggesting that the closest relatives of B. subtilis most strongly influence its differentiation into matrix-producing cannibals.
Using this knowledge, we were curious as to how the secreted molecules produced by these organisms altered the development of B. subtilis. Using the Bacillus species that were the first studied and are the most characterized representatives of their species (i.e., type strains of Bacillus species), we found that two different mechanisms are at work. Differentiation into matrix-producing cannibals is controlled by a master regulator of gene expression called Spo0A. This key regulator activates the expression of genes required for matrix production when it is chemically modified by addition of a phosphate group, or phosphorylated (Spo0A∼P). The level of Spo0A∼P is controlled by the activity of five sensor kinases, Author contributions: E.A.S., R.L., and R.K. designed research; E.A.S., L.C.-T., and G.E.P. performed research; E.A.S. and V.K.-C. analyzed data; and E.A.S., R.L., and R.K. wrote the paper.
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Data deposition: The sequences reported in this paper have been deposited in the GenBank database (accession nos. JF501232-JF501388 and JF496856-JF496919). proteins that are able to add or remove these phosphate groups in response to (frequently unknown) cues. We therefore hypothesized that these kinases might mediate these interspecies interactions by altering Spo0A∼P levels in response to the inducing organisms' secreted molecules, leading to matrix production. Indeed, many of the Bacillus species we identified did require one of these five kinases to exert their effects on B. subtilis.
A number of matrix-inducing bacteria, however, did not require any of these individual kinases to mediate this effect. How then could they elicit matrix production in B. subtilis? One simple explanation could be that these interactions were mediated not through Spo0A but via the inherent immunity of B. subtilis matrix-producing cannibal cells. Because this subpopulation of cells is immune to its own self-produced toxins, we hypothesized that it also might be resistant to other organisms' antibiotics. This resistance would allow the matrix-producing cannibals to thrive when B. subtilis is grown in close proximity to antibiotic-producing organisms. Thus the relative proportion of matrix-producing cannibal cells in the population would be increased, leading to an increase in observed colony fluorescence. To test this hypothesis indirectly, we looked at the ability of B. subtilis to be killed by the matrix-inducing bacteria. By looking at the sensitivity of both wild-type (normal) B. subtilis and B. subtilis lacking Spo0A (a spo0A mutant), we could determine if these matrix inducers preferentially killed B. subtilis when it was unable to develop into immune matrix-producing cannibals. The Bacillus species that could induce B. subtilis without the assistance of kinases did indeed preferentially kill B. subtilis when it was unable to differentiate into matrix-producing cells. Thus there are two mechanisms by which chemical cues from other bacteria alter development in B. subtilis.
Finally, when we examined how these different mechanisms mapped onto a phylogenetic tree (i.e., a map of the "family relationships," of the different species of inducing organisms), a striking pattern emerged. The Bacillus species that are most closely related to B. subtilis do not rely on kinases to exert their effects, whereas those more distantly related do use kinases. Thus, B. subtilis not only responds preferentially to other members of the Bacillus genus when differentiating into matrix-producing cannibals but does so by using two distinct mechanisms that are grouped according to the phylogeny of its interacting partner.
These results reveal that chemical interactions between microbes that alter bacterial development may be prevalent in the environment. Using the approach outlined in this study to examine different fluorescent reporter systems in other bacteria that differentiate into distinct cell types will allow us to expand the repertoire of known chemical interactions that alter bacterial development. ZK4776  ZK4779  ZK4754  ZK4806  ZK4786  ZK4802  ZK4750  ZK4757  ZK4813  ZK4804  ZK4772  ZK4762  ZK4765  ZK4759  ZK4752  ZK4782  ZK4771   100 
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